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On behalf of Americans United for Separation of Church and State and its Massachusetts members and
chapter, I urge you to oppose H 391 (http://www.malegislature.gov/Document/Bill/188/House/H391.pdf
). This bill would grant students the right to engage in religious expression at all times in the public
school classroom and at school-sponsored events. Americans United strongly supports the right of
students to engage in free speech activities, but this legislation will result in school sanctioned religious
speech that is both inappropriate and unconstitutional.
Although public-school students do not "shed their constitutional rights to freedom of speech or
expression at the schoolhouse gate,"1 this right is not without limit. Schools must allow most students
private, voluntary, personal expression—including student-led and voluntary prayer and religious
expression—unless the expression causes a substantial disruption or infringes on the rights of others.2
However, schools may maintain control of student expression in curricular activities,3 and indeed, are
constitutionally required to prohibit certain types of student religious expression.4
This Bill Is Unnecessary
H 391 purports to do nothing more than merely clarify what types of behaviors are allowed under the U.S.
Constitution and under federal and state law. Indeed, the Supreme Court has established that students
have the right to engage in voluntary, student-initiated prayer that is not coercive and does not disrupt the
school’s educational mission and activities.5 And, Massachusetts law explicitly safeguards the rights of
students to engage in voluntary prayer at public schools.6 Moreover, religious student groups are also
guaranteed the same access to campus as any other group. The U.S. Supreme Court has held that religious
groups have the right to meet on school campuses during noninstructional time.7 Additionally, under the
federal Equal Access Act,8 religious student groups must be given the same access to school facilities as
all other non-curriculum related student groups.9
H 391 claims to seek only to clarify that students engaging in religious speech have the same rights as
students engaging in nonreligious speech. Because this type of clarification is so unnecessary, it actually
calls into question the legislative intention behind the bill. Because current law already sets out the rights
of students to engage in student-led, voluntary prayer and establishes that religious student groups may
gather in the same manner as any other non-curricular students group, this bill’s reiteration of those rights
will serve only to promote religion in public schools. Additionally, provisions of this bill including its
protection of religious expression in the classroom and at official school events will likely lead to
violations of the U.S. Constitution.
This Bill Encourages Religious Activity that is Prohibited by the Establishment Clause
H 391 facilitates students’ religious speech at official public school events including graduation
ceremonies. Santa Fe Independent School District v. Doe,10 is a case almost directly on point with the
type of expression allowed under H 391. In Santa Fe, the U.S. Supreme Court struck down a school’s
policy of allowing student-led religious invocations at public school football games. The Court found that
this type of speech was school sponsored rather than private speech, and was therefore not
constitutionally permitted.11 To determine whether the students’ expression is attributable to the school or
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purely private speech, courts will look to whether the school had some control over the event, speaker,
and speech.12 Schools generally decide at which official school functions students will speak, determine
the eligible speakers by setting a policy to select student speakers from among those eligible, set the time
limit for the speaker, or dictate the subject matter for the student speaker. This bill would simply reinforce
already existing policies of many public high schools in Massachusetts that allow the school to determine
student speaker eligibility and maintain control over the content of student speeches.13 Moreover, nothing
in this bill forbids student speeches, including religious expressions and prayer, to take place during
school-sponsored events, on school property, and with school equipment; in fact, this bill encourages
protection of students’ religious viewpoints at official school events. Thus, the type of speech allowed
under H 391 would be school-sponsored and not private speech.
Given these factors, schools are particularly implicated when they allow religious speeches and prayer at
graduation ceremonies – a time when large groups of students and parents are a captive audience at an
official school function. Indeed, courts have repeatedly prohibited school prayer in graduation speeches.14
Just as in Santa Fe, where the prayers took place on school property and were given by speakers
specifically chosen by the school board, so too would a similar policy as contemplated by H 391 be
attributed as unconstitutional school-sponsored speech.
This Bill Does Not Place Adequate Limitations on Religious Activity in Public Schools
Another hazard of this bill is its promotion of religious viewpoints in the classroom. Although students
have the right to engage in voluntary, student-initiated prayer that is not coercive and does not disrupt the
school’s educational mission and activities, they may not utilize the classroom to proselytize their fellow
students. This bill, however, does not clearly differentiate between student expression that relates to
personal observance of religion and student expression that constitutes "outward promotion" of religion or
"proselytizes a particular view."15 The Constitution, at a minimum, guarantees that the government may
not coerce anyone to support or participate in religion or its exercise,16 but this bill fails to recognize this
limitation.
Because "[f]amilies entrust public schools with the education of their children, but condition their trust on
the understanding that the classroom will not purposely be used to advance religious views that may
conflict with the private beliefs of the student and his or her family," courts are "particularly vigilant in
monitoring" whether religious beliefs are taught in public schools.17 Yet, H 391 fails to provide guidance
to the school districts that will be adopting these policies about the requirements to curtail certain
constitutionally prohibited student religious expression. The bill states that religious expression would
have to be treated the same as nonreligious expression in all instances. Even if a student’s work satisfies
the confines of the assignment, however, there is a constitutionally significant difference between one
student making a persuasive speech about his or her views on global warming and the need to conserve
energy and another student making a persuasive speech stating that all students must accept Jesus Christ
in order to achieve salvation. Yet, the bill would treat both situations the same. When prayers,
evangelism, or anti-religious speech takes place within classrooms or at school activities like graduation,
students are a captive audience and thus are coerced to participate in religious exercise. In addition, H 391
would have the effect of making students who believe in minority faiths and who are non-believers feel
like outsiders in their own public schools, which is one of the very harms the First Amendment exists to
prevent.
This Bill Does Not Distinguish Between Elementary and Secondary School Policy
A further problem with this bill is its failure to distinguish between policies for religious expression in
secondary and elementary schools. Courts applying the Establishment Clause have explained: "In
elementary schools, the concerns animating the coercion principle are at their strongest because of the
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impressionability of young elementary-age children."18 Elementary school students in particular have
difficulty distinguishing "the line between school-endorsed speech and merely allowable speech" because
they are so "young" and "impressionable."19 And, because of this, elementary schools are an especially
inappropriate forum for any advancement of religious views.20
Courts have also held that the free speech rights of elementary school students are limited as compared to
secondary school students. Because elementary school students inherently have a lower level of emotional
maturity than older students, it is appropriate for school officials to maintain a tighter control of the type
of expression allowed within the classroom.21 Accordingly, teachers taking into account the age and
maturity of their students, may necessarily limit certain forms of expression, without running afoul of the
First Amendment.22 Thus, a teacher in an elementary school classroom may necessarily restrict the types
of items that students bring in for show and tell, or may prohibit students from expressing blatantly
religious messages in the classroom.23 Whereas high school students have a greater understanding of the
diversity of religious beliefs, this bill as applied to elementary school children, would be an even more
potent message of school-sponsored religion.
A Limited Public Forum Policy Cannot Shield Student Speech from School Sponsorship
The state cannot escape the Establishment Clause merely by proclaiming it has created a public forum.
The U.S. Supreme Court has explained: "A conclusion that the District had created a public forum would
help shed light on whether the resulting speech is [the school’s or the student’s], but we also note that we
have never held the mere creation of a public forum shields the government entity from scrutiny under the
Establishment Clause."24
Courts do not simply look at a forum’s title, but also at its characteristics, including who can access the
forum and whether the government restricts the content of the speaker’s speech. As previously stated, a
student’s speech at an official school function such as a graduation ceremony would indicate school
approval of that speech. Moreover, because this bill requires school review of student speeches,25 it
transforms any type of religious expression in a student’s speech into school-sponsored religious
expression.26 Thus, to achieve a scheme that meets constitutional muster, the bill must either allow for
expression of all viewpoints by all students at school events, or it must control the content of the speech
presented by a select group of students. The school cannot have it both ways – it cannot absolve itself of
all liability, while actively encouraging religious expression at school functions. Such action is simply not
permitted by the First Amendment.
Conclusion
Americans United supports the right of students to voluntarily profess their religious beliefs, where that
expression falls within the confines of constitutionally-protected speech. However, neither the state
legislature nor the public school system should be in the business of promoting speech that violates the
First Amendment, nor should they seek to promote policies that would coerce school children into
particular beliefs. As noted in Santa Fe, "[w]hat to most believers may seem nothing more than a
reasonable request that the nonbeliever respect their religious practices, in a school context may appear to
be an attempt to employ the machinery of the State to enforce a religious orthodoxy."27 The legislature
should not encourage schools to create policies which will lead to unconstitutional state promotion of
religion.
For the reasons enumerated above, I strongly urge to you oppose H 391.
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